89 f350 diesel

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I could not have asked for
a better experience. He responded very quick. The car was exactly what the description was.
There was no hassle, and he was extremely helpful. I left that day with a great car. I was
contacted and asked the gentleman many questions, but some he could not answer. We looked
for several months and found this pickup. Dealer was very helpful and returned calls and texts
quickly. Worked with us on trade in and down payment and we made a good deal. Looking
forward to lots of miles with this truck. Very responsive, and understanding, offered much help
to my specific situation. Hope to work with them in the future! Offered to set up personal
meeting. I was unable to followup but they were friendly and helpful with my inquiries. Tim
Bolton was very helpfull. Loved the company marketing approach. What a great selection of
cars and trucks at this dealership. Im so happy with my purchase of my Mercedes Benz!! Very
helpful with the whole process.. The dealer answered my calls and my messages so fast that I
couldn't believe it, very professionals, congrats. Super salesman, fast and friendly staff and
service. The perfect vehicles for my intended need were prepped and ready to test drive. Very
friendly when they reached out to me and seemed to be very understanding of my needs. Car
wasn't available. Shouldn't be advertised if unavailable. Gentleman calling me was polite and
said he'd keep an eye out for another car. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Ford F listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Authorized Ford Dealer. Private Seller: Chris. Kingsport, TN Message Seller. CarGurus
Pay. Why Use CarGurus? A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. When it comes to trucks that
may be considered emerging classics, this Ford F Lariat Super Cab may be on the short list.
This Super Cab is said to be in fine condition, with , miles on its 7. The interior presents quite
nicely, with no major faults to address other than the ugly steering wheel cover. The dash is
uncracked but I do see some fraying of the seat fabrics. The rest of the truck may have some
cosmetic blemishes with close to K on it, but really, it looks much better than expected. The V8
is a motor there will be no shortage of parts for should a repair be needed, and they make fun
noises with a modified exhaust. Would you buy this or hold out for a Power Stroke? Looks like
it would be hard to go wrong at anywhere near the asking price for a truck this clean. They were
great work trucks, tons of room inside, plenty of towing grunt, rarely got 10mpg though. Nice
truck, great price, if you need something like this. The ultimate behemoth for Somebody paid
big bucks for this truck in , and you can have the same truck for a fraction today. I looked for

one of these for a very long time. Quite the experience driving across country site unseen with a
30 year old vehicle. About ten miles after that fiasco, ended up overheating. Waited for it to cool
changed took out thermostat finding water in the desert was a story in itself , but got filled up
and hit the road. Still was heating up and finally got to Grand Junction CO and put in a new
radiator. Made it back to wisconsin just as the alternator went out, died just as I pulled into my
driveway. Next day starter went too. It was a beautiful truck but was terrible off road. I would
practically get the darn thing stuck in my driveway. Done the Mohave desert coming back from
LA with the truck, other than being very very hot, no issues. The clutch slave in the Vette went
out less than a week after it home. What a story. Must be the worst broke down on the way
home story ever. But now that the truck is in Wisconsin, it will rust away in two years. Definitely
helps prolong the ol tin worm. I had an 88 f, and it broke down everytime I used it. Guess it was
worn out, everytime something broke I fixed it then it was something else. Never had a vehicle
that was so unreliable. This one will give some great service, great tow vehicle!!! Good luck to
the new owner. Ya just wont get gas mileage with something that can work that hard. The
Suburban never let me down. It was a Ford design that the Packard Electric engineers knew was
bad, but they built the thing anyway. I have a couple tilt bed operators on speed dial. That being
said, I do own a Ford. But I can say I do own a Ford. Found On Rubbish Dumps I am a ford man
through and through but can still have a laugh. Miguel is correct about the gas cost. Everybody
I know with a Powerstroke got better mileage than a , but still not great. The last Suburban I had
with a got better gas mileage than the F truck my friend had. I met a guy who ran a delivery
service in central PA many years ago. He was driving a Ford truck with a that had , miles on it. I
had a Suburban with a TBI , overdrive automatic, 3. I had a 91 F same cab as a F dump truck.
Had a and 5 speed manual. Never have I had such a gutless pig. Loaded with 3 ton of gravel I
got mpg if that. Was 22 years ago. After I was finished with my project it was sold. Spend the
money on a Dodge with a 12 valve Cummins and manual trans for a nice vintage truck. I have a
Dodge I keep around. No shortage of power and I have K miles. My father had a 7. It was done at
K miles. He bought a new 6. It was done at less then K. He too has a Dodge Cummins now. I
guess eighth generation Fords are approaching collector status. Also the last of a breed.
Generation 10 dropped the twin I beam and the straight six. This, I think, ended an era. Usually
they die in a convenient place for me. The F stuck two rods in the pan going 55 MPH in
overdrive at , miles. The best part is my nephew was on a ladder cleaning gutters and he saw
me walking from a few hundred feet away. You have to have the proper attitude to drive one of
these. When it dies, you expect it. Other than that, it stays parked. We might list it here if the
family member decides to sell it. So stay tuned BF fans, you may see it very soon! You guys are
a bit harsh. Saving you lots of money in the long run. My dad had a 93 with that same engine
and it got 22 empty and 17 loaded with a ZF5 Trans. Plus it would remove several pounds of
wiring and those crappy plastic vacuum lines that always dry out in time from heat from that hot
engine. Down here in Texas you rarely see a big truck like that with a gasser under the hood.
Plus maintenance is way cheaper on that particular engine also. You could easily do a complete
swap for around 6, Then you would have a way better truck to drive then these new hellishly
over priced pieces you see going down the highway today. Don't post your car for sale in the
comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without
commenting. Subscribe to
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to the truck. Was it maintenance items or was it something serious? I grew up in an 89 f xlt
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